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1. INTRODUCTION 
This note is concerned primarily with some simple properties of the 
trigonometric series 
g,(e,p)= t (n+p)-kOsne 
n = I 
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and particularly with the special cases 
G,(O)= f n-“cosne 
n=l 
H,(O)= f KDLsinn6, 
n=l 
where 0 is real, tx > 0 and /I > - 1. Series of this kind have obvious connec- 
tions with the Riemann zeta function and with Bernoulli polynomials and 
are important for fractional integration [6, XII, Sect. 83; they have also 
arisen recently [2,4] in the study of certain numerical methods for bound- 
ary integral equations on smooth curves in the plane. For the applications 
in [2] we are interested firstly in knowing that G, has a unique zero in the 
interval (0, rc), so that a quadrature rule employing this zero is well defined, 
and for later applications we need to know that this zero increases 
monotonically with c(. In the case where o! 3 1 these questions were 
addressed in [l], as were the corresponding (trickier) questions about the 
partial sums. 
For O<b< 1 we write 
g’(e,p)=~{gol(e,B)~g,(e, 4)) 
me, D) = fvbut fi) f h,(e, -mi 
and for 0 < p d f define 
k: (4 B) = f + p=g: (0, PI. 
Of crucial importance to the applications in [2] are the facts (proved in 
Theorem 2 below) that h, + is nonnegative and h; non-positive, and that 
k’ are both positive except in special cases. In essence, these properties 
ensure that the numerical method treated in [2] is stable. 
The rate of convergence of the numerical methods of [2] is determined 
by the behaviour of g,‘(f?, /I) for small values of p; the salient properties 
follow from (2) below. 
In Section 5 of the paper we indicate some extensions of our results to 
other classical orthogonal polynomials. 
2. THE RESULTS 
We now give our results, using the notation introduced above and 
making a convention that u is an arbitrary positive real number. 
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THEOREM 1. (i) G, and H, are infinitely d@erentiahle on the intertlal 
(0, 27c); 
(ii) H, is positive on (0, x); 
(iii) G, is decreasing on (0, 7~); 
(iv) the unique zero of G, in (0, n) increases monotonically with do. 
THEOREM 2. (i) g,( 8, j?) and h,(B, /I) are irzfinitel~~ dlfferentiahle with 
respect to 8 for (0, j) E (0, 271) x ( - 1, #x8). 
(ii) For 8 E [0, n] we hatle 
(a) h,A& P) 2 0 
(b) A:(& b)zO 
(cl h,(& B) 60 




for /I> -1; 
for 0dfl-c 1; 
for O<fi<l. 
for /?> -1; 
for O<b<l; 
for O<fl<l. 
(iv) Fix fi E ( - 1, ‘m;o) (respectively [0, l), (0, 1)). Then the unique zero 
of g,(e, /I) (respectively g:(e, fi), g;(e, 8)) in o<e+2 increases 
monotonically with ~1. 
(v) Let O</l<$. Then 
(a) k:uk B)ao for 0-c edr, 
with equality if and only if (0, j?) = (n, f); 
(b) k;(e, mo for 0s 8 Q 7c, 
\tlith equality if and only if (8, fi) = (0, 4). 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We begin by observing that H,(e) = -Gi + ,(0) since termwise differen- 
tiation is valid [3, 196, 199.41, so the assertions about H, follow from 
those for G,. 
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Using the representation 
‘-a 
J 
l xi z-l 




1 f cos je jox ta- 1, -it dt 
=&IOm t,‘-’ f cos jee-j’dt 
j= I 
1 CC 
=T(cc)o t s 
‘- ‘P(B, t) dt, 
where the Poisson kernel is given by 
P(tl, t)= e 
-‘case-e-2’ 
1 -2ep’cos8+ep2” 
It is now clear that G, is infinitely differentiable, since repeated differentia- 
tion under the integral sign is valid, the differentiated integrand at each 
stage being integrable. In particular, 
G;(e)= -‘I= I”-’ e-‘(1 -e-“) sin e 
r(a) 0 (1 -2eC’cos0+e-2’)2 
dt, 
which is manifestly negative for 0 < 8 < K. 
Let 8, denote the unique zero of G, lying in (0, rr), and note that in fact 
0,E (0,7r/2) since G,(7r/2) = -2-“( 1 - 2l -“)[(a) < 0 (a # 1) and G,(x/2) = 
-(log 2)/2. Thus G,(B,) = 0, and (by the chain rule and the implicit 
function theorem) we have 
Hence to demonstrate the monotonicity of 8, with CI it is enough to show 
that 
OL aG >o 
aa e=e, ’ 
Now 
1 crr 
G,(e) = - s l-(a) 0 t 
cL- We, t) dt, 
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and so, with +(a) = r’(cr)/fJa) we have 
SG,(8) 1 x -=- 
da s r(a) 0 
tXP’{logr-l@)J P(0, f)dI. 
Because G,(0,) = 0 it follows in turn that 
i7G -2 1 
*cx 
=- 
J ?a @=@, T(a) 0 
t”-‘{logt-C)P(B,, t)dr, 
where C is an arbitrary real number. 
The factors P(oZ, t) and (log t - C) are both continuous in t, both 
assume negative values for small t, and both have a unique positive zero 
(at t=log set 8, and t=&, respectively). It follows that the integrand 
in (1) is positive except in the interval between these zeros. If we 
choose C = log log set 8,) the zeros coincide and we conclude that 
(~G,l~~) I o = 0, > 0. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We note first that g,(0, p) and h,(8, /I?) are well defined by their Fourier 
series, since for fi > - 1 the coeffkients (n + /I) -’ are positive and converge 
monotonically to zero, from which it follows [S, Sect. 2.31, Example 1 ] 
that the Fourier cosine series g,(& p) converges for 0 not a multiple of 27~ 
and the Fourier sine series h,(B, 8) converges for all real 0. 
Next observe that the following representations hold, 
de, m=$-Jox F’e -We, t) dt, 
g:(b’J)=$-$ t”~‘cosh(~t)P(~,t)dt, 
0 
kde, b)=$J t-1 sinh( /It ) P(0, I ) dr, 
0 
-“‘Q(O, t) dr, 
t’- ’ cosh(flt)Q(& t) dt. 
sinh(Bt)Q(@, r) dr, 
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where the Poisson kernel is given by 
Q((j, t) = ‘-’ sin ’ 
i-2e-k0se+e-2~i 
cf. Theorem l(i). 
Parts (i) and (ii) are now immediate; parts (iii) and (iv) follow ‘exactly 
as in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Proof of(v). (a) By setting 0 = rt we have 
cash j?t 
- dt < 0, 
1 +e’ 
$ g,‘(ff, ,)=$J ta 
sinh fit 




Finally, by (iii) we obtain 
with equality only if /?=O. Thus we have 
an inspection of the above argument shows easily that the inequality is 
strict unless 0 = K and /? = $. 
(b) This follows similarly using 8 = 0 in place of 0 = rr. 1 
Remark. Another route to the proof of Theorem 2 makes use of the fact 
that if (0, p) E (0, K) x (- 1, co), then 
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(2) 
where ( ;“) denotes ( -a)( -u - 1) . . . ( -U -j + 1 )/j!. After subtraction of 
the respective first terms, both series converge uniformly (and so represent 
continuous functions) for any real 8. 
5. OTHER ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS 
Consider now 
G,(x)= f n ?L(-~), 
n=l 
where {q5n) is some family of functions defined on some interval 9 of the 
real line. Let gJx, /J), g$(x, b) also be defined by analogy with the case 
d,(x) = cos nx. Let k’(x, /?) = c + fl”g’(x, 8). Write 
K(x, t)= f e-“‘q4,Jx). 
n=l 
The methods of Sections 3 and 4 then establish the following result: 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that 
(i ) SKISx is always positive (respectively negative) on 9; 
(ii) there is [x0, x,] c 9 such that K(x,, t) < 0 (respectively > 0) and 
K(x,, t)>O (respectively<O) for all t>O; 
(iii) for each fixed .Y E (x0, x, ), K( x, t ) has a unique positive zero in t, 
and the sign of K(x, t ) for small positive t is independent of s for .Y E (x0, x, ). 
Then G, has a unique zero in 4, and this zero varies monotonicall?~ 
bvith CC 
For /3 fixed in the appropriate range, each of g,, g’ has the same 
propert?‘. 
For .~E./=[.YL,x+] and fi~B=[O,fl+] we have kL(x,/?)> 
k,f(x,/3+) (respectively k:(x+,b+)) and k;(x,fl)>k;-(x+,/3+) 
(respectively k; (x _ , p + )) with equality on& in the obvious cases. 
We now give some examples of classical orthogonal polynomials which 
satisfy (i), (ii), and (iii) of Theorem 3. 
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Legendre Polynomials 
Hereb,(x)=P,(x), S=[-1, I], andK(x, t)=(1-2e~‘x+e-“)-“2-l, 
Then 
ilK -=e-‘(1 -&-‘x+e-2’)p3’2>(), 
ax 
(ii) K(0, t) = 
1 -(I +e-2’)‘i2 
(1 +e-2’)l’2 <O 
K(;, t) = 
l-(l-e-‘+e-2’)‘i’ 
(1 -,-r+,-2r)ll2 ‘0, 
and 
(iii) K(x, t) has a unique zero at t = -log 2x, which is positive 
precisely when x E (0, f). Also, K(x, 0) < 0 for x E (0, f). 
Gegenbauer Polynomials 
Here 4,(x)=Ci(x), v#O, Y=[-l,l], and K(x, t)=(1-2e-fx+e-2r)-u 
- 1. Then 
aK x=2ve-‘(l-2e~fx+e-2’)-‘-‘~0, vs0, 
(ii) K(0, t)=(l +e-2’)-‘- 130 
K($, t)=(l -e-‘+e-“)-‘- 150, 
and 
(iii) K(x, t) has a unique zero at t = -log 2x, which is positive 




cos(n + $)x 
cos K,2 = 
(where P;*” is the usual Jacobi polynomial), 9 = (0, R), and K(x, t) = 
(1-e-‘)(l -2e-‘cosx+e-2’)-L- 1. Then 
(i) g= -~2e-‘sinx(l-e-‘)(l-2e-‘cosx+e~“)-’<O, 
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(ii) K(0, t) = 
1 -em.’ 
(1 -e-r)2- 1 >o 
K ;,t = 
( > 
1 -e-l 
1 --rp’+ep2’ -l<O, 
and 
(iii) K(.u, t) has a unique zero at t = -log(2 cos .Y - I), which is 
positive precisely when x E (0, n/3). Also, K(x. 0) = - 1 for .Y E (0. 43). 
Laguerre Polynomials 
Here d,J-u)=Lt(x), I.> -1, 4=(0, CC)), and K(x, t)=(l -elm’)-’ ’ 
exp(.xi( 1 -e’)) - 1. Then 
dK :y=(l-e-‘)~“-‘(l-e’)-Lexp --L 
( > 1 -et 
< 0. 
(ii) K(O,r)=(l-eP’))“P’-l>O 
K(A+lA=( l-e-’ ) 
exp(l/(l -e’)) ‘+I- 1 (o 
3 
\ 
which last can be seen easily when we write 
1 -I G---e -e 21 -e-j’- . . 
and 
I 
log(l-ep’)= -epr-f+-$ . . . . 
(iii) K(x, t) =0 has a unique solution in t if and only if 
f(r)=(e’-l)log(l-e -‘) -’ =.x/(,4 + 1) has a unique solution in t, which 
is the case precisely when -x/(2 + 1) E (0, 1); since lim,,, f(r) = 0, 
lim ,+,f(t)=l, andf’(t)=e’log(l-e-‘))I--l>O (because log(l-eP’) -’ 
=C:=, k-‘epk’ > e-‘) we see that f is increasing, with range (0, 1). 
Further, K(x, t)<O if and only if -x/(n+ l)<f(t); since lim,,,f(t)=O, 
for x > 0 we see that K(x, t) < 0 for small positive t. 
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